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Abstract—An Integrated Circuit (ICs) is the fragment 

of microelectronics, in which numerous electronic 

segments are joined into high density modules. Testing 

methods were initially applied for digital IC-s, based 

on modeling faults and simulating the fault effect on 

the IC behavior in test condition. Different kinds of 

testers are testing a logic gates and flip flops in an IC. 

A product which can analyze and check the resulting 

response is correct or not. Such that immoderate test 

equipment andsupports field test could be reduced by 

Built InSelf-Test (BIST). The generation of a test set 

can be obtained either by algorithmic methods or by 

pseudo-random methods with a combination of Serial 

Scan shift register. Segment the cell based on weight, 

in a multiple scan chains with encryption method that 

grasp a fault coverage in Circuit Under Test (CUT).In 

the propose system to introduce a Huffman coding for 

test data compression to reduce the hardware area 

overhead and lossless  of data. Significant process of 

proposed method is to attain maximum fault coverage 

in minimum test length. Experimental results on 

ISCAS’89 Benchmark circuits and simulated  

 

Index Terms—Built In Self-Test, Circuit Under Test, 

Data Compression, Fault Coverage, Huffman Coding, 

Scan Chains. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) is the process of 

creating an integrated circuit (IC).In this field which 

involves integration or packing ofhundreds and thousands 

of transistors with logic device in small and smaller area. 

It make possible to fabricate one or more logic gates on a 

single device. VLSI IC isbroadly classified into two parts 

namely Front end and Backend. Frontend design includes 

digital design using HDLs such as VHDL, System 

Verilog and those designs are verify through simulation 

and other verification techniques. Backend design 

comprises of CMOS library design and its 

characterization. It also covers physical design and fault 

simulation. The analyzer is utilized to test an IC for any 

opens or shorts on any IC association. Structure for 

Testing or Design for Testability comprises of IC plan 

procedures that add testability highlights to an equipment 

item structure. It related with structure changes that give 

improved access to inside circuit components to such an 

extent that the nearby inner state can be controllability 

and observability. For instance manage the 

electromechanical qualities of the interface between the 

item under test and the test hardware. Throughout the 

years the industry has created and utilized a substantial 

assortment of pretty much related and pretty much formal 

rules for wanted and obligatory DFT circuit adjustments. 

The normal comprehension of DFT with regards to 

Electronic Design Automation for current 

microelectronics is formed to a vast degree by the 

capacities of business DFT programming devices just as 

by the mastery and experience of a proficient network of 

DFT engineers inquiring about, creating, and utilizing 

such devices. A significant part of the related group of 

DFT learning centers around advanced circuits while 

DFT for simple or blended flag circuits takes to some 

degree a secondary lounge.A built-in self-test (BIST) is a 

mechanism that permits a machine to test itself main idea 

for this method is include a pseudorandom number 

generator (PRNG) on IC. The need for system level 

results from the intrinsically poor fault coverage 

provided by functional testing especially in complex 

system. This method is suits for combinational and 

sequential circuit but it much easier for combinational 

circuit other than sequential circuit because sequential 

circuit has a memory element so it is much more difficult 

to for accuracy. 

 

In ordinary BIST designs, test design are produce through 

straight input move register then it advancement to yield 

reaction before that it breeze through to circuit under test 

with a base zone constraints. A low transition test pattern 

generator called low transition LFSR for reduce 

consecutive patterns for combinational circuit and 

consecutive bits for scan chain in a sequential circuit. 

Such that  low transition bit in bit swapping Linear 

Feedback Shift Register is composed of an LFSR and a 2 

× 1 multiplexer these are observe at the output sequence 

as observability[1][2].This method comprised of two 

TPGs as Low Transition-Random Test Pattern Generated 

are used to detect easy fault in test pattern and the 

remaining undetected fault could be covered by 3-weight 

Weighted Random Built In Self-Test. weight based 

pseudorandom test design age and reseeding to help a 

new Low Power check engineering, which underpins both 

pseudorandom testing and deterministic test. 

Continuation of these  method is  selecting the best group 

of cells based on logic of  1’s and 0’s and segment the 

cell based on weight in a multiple scam chains 

[3][4][5].Each test vector associated with a sweep chain 

is a SIC vector. A reconfigurable Johnson counter and a 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logic_gate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudorandom_number_generator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudorandom_number_generator
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versatile SIC counter are made to deliver a class of least 

advancement groupings for various single information 

change (MSIC) vectors in a test structure [6] to build 

testability and blame inclusion, at yield reaction of the 

framework to utilize filter based test with licensed 

innovation (IP) or mystery keys that can secure 

informationleakage through scan-based attacks. To 

protect Integrated circuit(ICs)  or intellectual property 

(IP) which includes a dynamically-obfuscated scan 

(DOS) for data secure integrates with Embedded Design 

Test based pressure and exploits two key perceptions are 

exist bunches of test vectors that can recognize numerous 

irregular safe blames in basic changes another greater part 

of indicated places of ATPG [7][8] The main purpose is 

need to reduce the complexity, cost,  peak power 

consumption problem of conventional shift-based scan 

chains[2][5][9] and reduces the activity during shift and 

capture cycles and  reliance upon external test equipment 

System recovery and diagnostic strategies rely heavily on 

a single fault assumption.  Huffman coding is a based on 

the scheme of lossless data compression each character 

has unique symbol that represent by frequency value 

which is encoded into a code using fewer bits, making it 

variable-length code test sets contain a large number of 

patterns and require a tester with considerable pattern 

depth application of Huffman codes to pattern encoding 

with high coverage of fault in single stuck-line (SSL) for 

non-scan circuits.[10].In staggered Huffman coding it is 

hard to identify an UN demonstrate deficiencies since 

most of the obscure estimations of the test sets are 

supplanted by pseudorandom information created by a 

direct criticism move register natural parallelism of 

Huffman translating and present a summed up staggered 

Huffman-based pressure approach that is reasonable for 

centers with numerous output chains. The span of the 

encoded information squares is free of the cut size and in 

this manner it tends to be balanced in order to augment 

the pressure proportion [11][12] Versatile coding 

procedures for acknowledging lossless pressure. The 

compaction program need not to be stacked into the 

implanted processor, as just the decompression of test 

information is required for the programmed test gear. The 

created plan requires insignificant equipment overhead 

compacted test information can be exchanged from the 

programmed test gear to the on-chip decompression 

architecture test procedure for multiple scan chains-based 

installed centers the test information decompression 

architecture which abuses the highlights of a center 

wrapper plan calculation focusing on the end of pointless 

test information [13][14]. The principle of static scheme 

is to reduce the amount of test data and stored on tester 

and transfer to each core based design, such that design 

also based on data compression and decompression. 

Compress vendor are stored in tester memory and 

decompress data are transfer to chips[15].  

 

In this paper the proposed system is based on self-tester 

method of  Built In Self-Test. Test pattern are generate by 

linear feedback shift register with a reseeding method. 

Thus the generated test pattern could be pass through 

scanned cells of multiple scan chains. Cults of test pattern 

from multiple scan chains are concatenate to form a long 

data for compress the data, Such that to compression 

technique is based Huffman coding. Data compression 

was done by sum of the two least frequency that it make a 

parent and leaf node, leaf nodes are indicate as binary bits 

of 1’s and 0’s, so far in this method the bits are represent 

as odd and even respectively this portion was suit to a 

build tree and an unique code word with length. In 

Decoding tree the same odd and even are presented if 

even value is appear mean tree were keep going 

otherwise it move to a negative and change variable and 

so do for 0’s.Main thing to attain this proposed system is 

to reduce hardware area overhead and reduce time 

consumption and cover a maximum fault in a minimum 

test length. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 

reviews Built InSelf-Test, Section III Huffman Coding, 

IV Data compression. In Section V, Experimental Result 

VI, whereas conclusions. 

II. BUILT IN SELF-TEST 

Built in Self-Test is a self-testing process it does not 

required any external hardware equipment. The main aim 

to test an Integrated circuit whether it is good or bad 

condition. The testing condition is applicable for all ICs 

and complex circuits. Benefit of this method is testing 

process that built inside the system for maximize the 

controllability and an observability. It makes sure to test 

generation and fault coverage easier and it will minimize 

time consumption.   

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Basic idea of BIST 

 

The basic BIST architecture requires the addition of three 

hardware blocks to a digital circuit show in Fig1.A test 

pattern, circuit under test and response analyzer. The test 

vectors are generated inside the chips and they are 

applied to Circuit Under Test.  A typical response 

analyzer is a comparator with stored responses or an 

LFSR used as a signature analyzer.For framework 

planners, in BIST is just the same old thing new. It 

portrays the ability inserted in some high-accessibility 

frameworks, for example, exchanging frameworks, to 

execute exhaustive self-testing to identify the nearness of 

equipment issues, and, if present, to confine any blame to 

a replaceable unit. 

 

A. Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) 

   The Linear Feedback Shift Register consist of standard 
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flip flops, and it can act as shift register and memory 

element. It is used to generate test pattern in cyclic state 

with the  help of XOR gate and  also apply a same  clock 

pulses, input seed values. Working process of this method 

is output from the flip flop is being feed through as an 

input tor new test pattern.A LFSR is denoted by a 

polynomial values it is used to get maximum length 

period for shift the polynomial values it represented by 

the symbol as “n” and it obtained by specialize form of 

2
(n-1)

. It may a prime or primitive to have different 

shifting states. For instance take a 4
th

 degree polynomial 

which is represented with the equation x
4
+x

3
+x

2
+x+1 

possible polynomial by this equations is 2
(4-1)

=8 a 

different states are get at every transition.Consequence a 

4
th

 degree polynomial having seven different states, but 

each number is get  in the shift register ( between 1 to 

7).LFSR never have the complete zero values because if 

it’s have an zero value mean thus the whole system will 

be get collapse and it terminated at that point. 

 

Fig. 2 Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) 

So change this state it will dependent on an initial insert 

seed value as well as chose the value as a non-zeroed 

seeded value. When it hold 1 mean it go ahead for 

shifted once an it always be the polynomial mask. 

Special thing for most significant bit is with a non-zeros 

is several shift will show bits fill from high to low shift 

of zeros.LFSR also make agood Pseudorandom Pattern 

Generation (PRPG).It also applicable for both 

combinational and sequential circuits thus it get an output 

from flip flop and loaded to seed values as a continuous 

change of 0s and 1s. Main thing to reduce the volume of 

test data and memory storage with an effective reseeding 

process. It have been proven to very quickly generate 

high-fault-coverage results. 

 

B. Scan Chain 

Scan chain method is suit for test the structure and 

execute configuration process. The important and basic 

mechanism for scan chain is control signal and observe 

signal, such that it’s a combination of number of flip 

flops so it has a shift register to test the sequence of scan 

testing sometimes it may said as multiple scan chains. 

Test vectors are connected straight forward to 

combinational circuit, and the output yields are compare 

with the expected normal outcomes. Configuration of 

scan chain is based on flip flops and latches, special 

mention for latch based scan process is Level sensitive 

San Design. Reconfigure of each flip flop and latches 

have fundamental plans to create sequence circuit of scan 

flip flops and scan latches. It has input and output frame 

and it direct  as  Scan Data In and Scan Data Out and it 

also operate on two mode values as 1 and 0.Scan  0 mode 

operate for ordinary activity or normal process and scan 1 

mode operate for scan the test value or shift task. Apply a 

test pattern from Scan In it leaps over to combinational 

logic circuit at the shift activity.  During one clock cycle 

connection of combinational logic and the output 

response is timed back or captured into the scan cells. 

BIST are used for both framework and test necessities. 

test compression enhance the filter plan and reduce the 

test information regularly that secured on ATE. Decrease 

in test data volume and test application time which are the 

regular process done before the scan chain inputs of CUT 

to minimize the yield function by decompress the data 

and compactor after the scan chain output. 

III. HUFFMAN CODING 

Huffman coding is a data compression process sometimes 

it may said as prefix code or prefix- free codes it has a 

unique symbol represent for each bit string and it is a 

lossless transition. Variable-Length codes are the 

important thing for input character and assign code length 

for the frequency of character. The smallest codes for 

most frequent character and largest code for least frequent 

character. Input character for a formation of built a 

Huffman tree and assign a codes character for a formation 

of Traverse the Huffman tree these are the two methods 

would be used. 

 

A. Build Huffman Tree 

Built of Huffman tree is the process of compress the Input 

data. It has an array of unique characters along with their 

frequency values and output is Huffman Tree.The nice 

thing to remember that it is called a binary tree because 

each node can have a maximum of two branches only. 

 

 
Fig.3 Huffman Tree 

 

A node without any branches is said as leaf node and 

otherwise known as end of branch. Huffman tree diagram 

is shown it is a step by step formation of tree according to 

their frequency values. The first step is to read the given 

frequency of each character the  stream of character 
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values are 0.2,0.1,0.05,0.6,0.05 thus it denoted symbol as 

“A,B,C,D,E”. The next step is to create leaf nodes. Then 

the next process to select the two trees with the smallest 

frequencies. Make a new internal node together with 

frequency corresponding to the sum the two nodes 

frequencies. For example, the two values are  0.05 and 

0.05 to be add and it give a sum value as 0.1 then 

Remove  from the list of trees, and then join  them as 

children of a new node to make a new tree.  First 

extracted node is left child and the other extracted node 

be right child. New tree to be formedrepeat same steps 

now a complete Huffman trees is formed. Each leaf is 

said as integer value and non-leaf as internal node both of 

them have a 0s and 1s that are not stored a permanent 

value just mentally assign left branch and right branch 

node values.  

 

Table 1 Huffman table for tree diagram 

Symb

ol 

Frequency(

Pi) 

Cod

e 

No. 

CodeLeng

th 

Code 

Length(L

i) 

A 0.2 10 2 0.4 

B 0.1 110 3 0.3 

C 0.05 111

0 

4 0.2 

D 0.6 0 1 0.6 

E 0.05 111

1 

4 0.2 

 1   1.7 

 

Tabulation for Huffman tree diagram is shown it consist 

of symbol, Frequency value as (Pi), binary code of 0s and 

1s and code length as (Li). Symbol and frequency for 

each value could be represented, code would be 

calculated from top to bottom through left right position. 

Number of code value was calculated by number of bits 

represent and finally average code length could be 

calculated by product of frequency value and number of 

codes corresponding formulas are shown below. Average 

code length for the tree diagram is 1.7 bit/sec  

Average Code Length =  Frequency ∗ Code length𝑛
𝑖=1  

 

𝐸 𝑥 =   𝑃 𝑖 𝐿 𝑖  
𝑛

𝑖=1
---  (1) 

The algorithm derives this table from the estimated 

probability or frequency of occurrence based on weight 

for each possible value of the source symbol.  

IV. DATA COMPRESSION 

 

Data compression is an unseen force of tremendous 

power in the modern world. It also known as compaction, 

the process of reducing the amount of data needed for the 

storage and transmit a piece of information uncompressed 

data offers maximum data fidelity at the cost of 

maximum storage and bandwidth requirements with a  

bit-for-bit duplication. Compression is based on encoding 

approach for each pre data digital technology, having 

been used in Morse based Code, which assigned the 

shortest codes to the most common characters. 

Information is digitally encoded as a pattern of 0s and 1s, 

or bits digitswhich can dramatically decrease the amount 

of storage a file takes up. For example, in a 2:1 

compression ratio, a 20 MB file takes up 10 MB of space. 

As a result of compression, administrators spend less 

money and less time on storage. Compression is 

categorized as lossless or lossy.Lossless compression can 

be turned around to yield the first information, while loss 

compression loses detail or presents little mistakes upon 

inversion. It is essential for content, where each character 

is vital, while lossy pressure might be satisfactory for 

pictures or voice. Data compression diagram shows the 

process that it gives data as input through encode it split 

as Huffman table and encoded data finally separate two 

parts are again combine to form a decode data. Coding 

may work with individual symbols or with words. 

 

 
 

Fig 4 Data Compression 

 

 Huffman codes utilize a static model and develop codes. 

Math coding encodes series of images as scopes of 

genuine numbers and accomplishes all the more almost 

ideal codes. It is slower than Huffman coding however is 

appropriate for versatile models. Run-length encoding is 

useful for dreary information, supplanting it by a check 

and one duplicate of a rehashed thing. Versatile word 

reference strategies fabricate a table of strings and after 

that supplant events of them by shorter codes. Data 

compression formula in percentage is shown below it’s a 

difference of original and compressed bit divisible by 

original bit and product of hundred with a final answer.   

Compression =
Original  bit  –Compressed  Bit

Original  bits
 *100in 

percentage                                                        ---             

(2) 

Data compression is applicable in many fields for 

example audio, video, text files, pictures and so on. This 

encode/decode process vastly reduces the computational 

resources. Efficiency was calculated by code entropy (H 

(i)) and average code length (L(i)).    

Efficiency(ŋ) =
𝐻 𝑖 

𝐿 𝑖 
  ---     (3) 

 

𝐻 𝑖 =  − P i 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(Pi) 
𝑛

𝑖=1
    ---    (4) 

 

Normally entropy encoding methods using common 

symbols with fewer bits while comparing with other 

methods .Huffman method is most effective and linear 

https://www.britannica.com/technology/technology
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Morse-Code
https://www.britannica.com/technology/bit-communications
https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/megabyte
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method which input data will get arrange based on weight 

sorted .their compression ratio efficiency is 98%. 

 

A. Encoding seen as a tree 

One approach to imagine a specific encoding is to 

diagram it as a binary tree of Huffman coding. Any 

specific character encoding is gotten by following the 

way from the root to its node. To write a code for specific 

character mean step by step shift from top to bottom leaf 

node for example take the symbol 'E' to be encoded mean  

direction follow the way from the root to node path from 

right at that point right at that point right at that point 

right again speaks to a 1111 encoding. 

 

Encoding is not only a representation of an unique code 

length it may compress a huge amount of data, like that 

take the   symbolic representation of “CDEAB” could be 

encoded by Huffman binary tree as “11101111101100” 

the arrangement is to contract the absolute number of bits 

required by shortening the encoding for a few characters 

to the detriment of extending others. 

 

B. Decoding seen as a tree 

A particularly compelling reason to tree diagram an 

encoding easiest with which it supports decoding. Let's 

use the fixed-length tree to decode the stream of bits are 

“11101111101100”. Start at the beginning of the bits and 

at the root of the tree. The first bit is 0, so trace one step 

to the left, the next bit also 0,so again trace one step to 

left, then move to next bit that bit is 1 so trace one step to 

right like that move repeatedly, which indicates that have 

just completed reading the bit pattern for a single 

character. Such that above decoding value to be 

concluding the reverse process of encoding thus the 

above coded value could be change as “CDEAB”. In this 

experimental results test set compression on ISCAS’89 

benchmark circuits to demonstrate the test data 

compression in Huffman codes using Built InSelf-Test. 

The Graphical diagram represents the segment and 

compression of the given input data from the scan chains 

in multiple levels. 

 

 
 

Fig.5 Comparison of weight based segmentation vs 

Data compression 

 

Thus it compares the area and fault coverage of these two 

methods. However in the both methods give input as an 

effect of the seeds, LFSR size. Segmented areas are much 

higher than Huffman so far the main thing to reduce area 

and to attain high fault through the data compression. 

Among them, the maximum and the minimum 

compression ratios achieved for each LFSR size are 

reported in thus the area overhead depends strongly on 

the number of selected cells, which affects the area of the 

system. 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of fault coverage and area in 

segment and compression method. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

A Novel technique for compression on BIST method 

using Huffman coding  results show that such optimal 

statistical encoding of test sets can greatly reduce the  

area and also attain high faults . In the cell segmentation 

method select the best group of cell and it could be 

matched to the generated inputs bits but in the Huffman 

method data cells are compressed by Huffman binary tree 

with unique coding element with parent and children 

nodes. Before that compression process input from the 

Linear Feedback Shift Register are concatenate and it 

pass through to compression technique. In the segmented 

process it has many possible chances for data leakage and 

data hacked but in the Huffman process it is a best data 

secure as it also said as lossless compression. Main thing 

for this proposed system is to attain high faults value and 

better results for most tested benchmark circuits.      
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